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Welcome to 2018; as I write the news is out that the issue of ‘gender’ in the Morris Ring 
is to be discussed at the March meeting – and the specific of ‘male’ defining the association 
may be removed from the constitution. It won’t necessarily change anything in the short 
term but, if the amendment is passed, it may allow some teams to move forward rather 
than fold.   I’ve been looking back through some old copies of the Ring publication “The 
Morris Dancer” and they make quite interesting reading 40 years on. 

I just returned from Whittlesey Straw Bear festival – a lovely day out with a huge range 
of teams.  That is what made me stop and think! I’ve been going along as a spectator to 
the event for nearly 20 years (admittedly not long in terms of how long it’s been going) 
and I was struck by how few Molly teams there were! I reckon there were only nine molly 
teams out of 37 performing teams – I’m sure when I started going there was a much 
higher proportion of Molly teams.   Bizarrely – to me - there were also nine teams dancing 
Cotswold, closely followed by eight dancing Border.  I know several teams dance Border 
out in winter and Cotswold in summer and that makes some sense to me (a warm kit for 
winter) but this was teams dancing Cotswold in January!    Admittedly one or two of the 
kits worn by the teams dancing Cotswold looked more like typical border kit……     
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Great Circle Morris meet Sidmouth 
 
In September 2016, Chris Cook extended an invitation to two Canadian teams to dance at 
Sidmouth Folk Week. Within a month it became clear that, for various reasons, neither 
the Toronto f. Morris Men (TfMM) or Thames Valley International (TVI) would be able to 
formally attend the festival – however, a number of dancers on both teams were still 
interested and the seed for what would become Great Circle was planted.  Stefan Read 
first floated the idea in mid-October 2016 of putting together a new side for the express 
purpose of performing at Sidmouth.  
 
 
From the outset, it seemed only right that any dancers from TfMM or TVI be automatically 
invited to be part of the team. Knowing we’d need more dancers, we began to loosely 
shape an invitational approach to membership that one early email describes this way: 
“Any and all TVI and TfMM, [then] a mixed team by invite, with a TVI-like approach of 
inviting only very fine dancers [to join]”.   
 
 
Over the next few weeks, the “Team North America” discussion group on Facebook had 
grown to 26 potential members drawn from teams from Southern Ontario and the North 
East United States. While we of course immediately began to engage in all the expected 
discussion and debate about kit, traditions, team values, aesthetics, etc., we also managed 
to successfully schedule our first practice over a weekend in Boston in January. 
 
 
That required us to make our first real decision: what traditions would we dance? Our 
dancers were now drawn from several home teams which each danced different traditions 
– the original two, plus teams from New York, Boston, and Washington DC. Thankfully, 
most of our dancers were also members of multiple teams with nearly every dancer having 
at least a decade of experience. We also had two shared criteria:  first, that the dancing 
be ambitiously athletic and second, that the traditions be somewhat off the beaten path.  
 
 
We landed very quickly on Longborough and Oddington and were fortunate that two of our 
members, Gus Voorhees and Greg Skidmore respectively, had previous experience 
teaching these very traditions. Gus had been developing and teaching a version of 
Longborough to a children’s team in the Washington DC area and Greg had been working 
on Oddington with other members of Great Circle already in a new team called Ten Hill. 
So, with very little debate, we had agreed to what traditions we’d dance and who would 
lead our practices.  
 
 
Naming the team proved a different challenge entirely and led to an online debate that 
lasted an entire week. An unwieldy brainstorming led to a long list of names ranging from 
the geographic (New World Morris, Team North America), the more poetic (Pond Hoppers), 
the sarcastically political (Great Again Morris), and the ridiculous (Hold-my-beer-and-
watch-this Morris). In the end, “Great Circle”, the shortest distance between two points 
on a sphere – and thereby the shortest distance from us to Sidmouth – gained momentum 
and was picked. 
 
We had 15 dancers attend the practice in Boston. The focus for this first session was to 
quickly ground everyone in the core stylistic elements of each tradition then bash through 
as many dances as possible – we were consistently very open to a ‘fail fast’ approach of 
trial and error.   
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The happy foresight of having a 
dedicated foreman with absolute 
authority over each tradition allowed us 
to structure practices with vision and we 
made reasonable progress.  
 
We decided early on to have a limited 
repertoire, Gus and Greg worked 
together to choose dances that showed 
off the traditions while not overlapping 
too much.  
 
By the time we got to Sidmouth we had 
eight dances including two newly 
adapted to fill specific niches.  Four of us 
were able to play music, but Gus had 
brought the dances for Longborough and 
so knew the tunes; Michael Vitale had 
been a key part of Ten Hill and had that 
repertoire so they quickly established 
themselves as the core musicians. John 
Mayberry - a founding member of, and 
the fool for, TfMM - was a keen observer 
as he began to think through his role as 
our fool. Throughout the process John 

made himself indispensable as a voice of reason and encouragement, pushing and 
cultivating our attitude towards performance and team culture. 
 
 
The team really began to solidify at our second practice weekend, also in Boston. This is 
where we picked our kit, locked in a number of stylistic decisions, and really began to 
cement the core repertoire. While this all felt a little chaotic, we each committed to make 
sure we were in shape for Sidmouth and that we worked on what we needed to individually. 
We all agreed on and began putting in place the core aesthetic values – good lines, lots of 
connection and eye contact with each other and the audience, dancing within our 
capabilities to be in 
control. By the 
time we were 
boarding our 
flights to the UK, 
the team was Gus 
Vorhees, Stefan 
Read, Greg 
Skidmore, Chris 
Murray, Nathaniel 
Diamond-Jones, 
Michael Vitale, 
Jacob Henderson, 
Nathaniel Jack, 
Elliot Isen and, of 
course, John 
Mayberry.  
 
 
 
 

Photo: Charlotte Dover 

Photo: Charlotte Dover 
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We had a team name and kit, and a repertoire of eight dances with various degrees of 
polish. Only two of us had ever attended Sidmouth before (as punters and with Maple 
Morris) so the week really did promise to be a new kind of adventure.  
 
 
A number of the guys were particularly excited for the John Gasson Jig Competition as 
there is nothing similar in North America. Two of our entries were jigs invented specifically 
for the competition, with Nathaniel Diamond-Jones also entering with a classic Bampton 
Nutting Girl.   
 
 
It’s impossible to put the experience of the week in words, but the reception we received, 
the wonderful crowds, the incredible theme parties and Late Night Extra mischief, and 
fabulous music and dance was far beyond anything any of us had ever experienced before. 
We came back with renewed energy for dance, stronger bonds with the international 
community and a strong dedication to build on what we learned and loved in England. 
 
 

We had and continue 
to have a lot of 
debate about the 
future of Great Circle. 
Our original intent 
was to be a ‘firefly’ 
team, existing just 
for the brief moment 
of Sidmouth. But it 
was just too much 
fun not to do it again. 
At present, we are 
thinking of the team 
entirely as a traveling 
team with a strict 
prohibition against 
dancing publicly in 
Canada or the US so 
we’re forced to look 
for fun things to do 
overseas.  
 

We have some irons in the fire and intend to dance in the Mexico City Day of the Dead 
celebrations in 2018 and in Cuba in 2019.   Many of us will be dancing with the American 
Traveling Morrice to the UK next summer and are entertaining the idea of a brief Sidmouth 
reunion. We’ll definitely be expanding our roster of dancers as we look to the future; we 
already have two or three ‘ringers’ from the UK and would like to continue to grow our 
North American contingent as well, including a much more explicit outreach to the many 
amazing female dancers in our communities.  As we grow, we will maintain our laser focus 
on the quality and athleticism of the dance with the expectation of sticking with our two 
traditions. 
 
Stefan Read and Gus Voorhees 
October 2017 

  

Photo: Charlotte Dover 
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Modern Kemps Jig? 
 

On a pleasant Sunday morning in October 2017, ten stalwart members of the ‘World 
Famous Hammersmith Morris Men’ with two musicians joined thousands of runners in the 

half marathon in London – 
they processed in kit [a 
contrast to lots of individual 
sweaty joggers in lycra] for 
the whole distance in 3½ 
hours and raised over £3000 
for charity, getting huge 
support from the crowd and 
the other runners who 
cheered them on the whole 
way. They were still dancing, 
hankies in the air, as they 
crossed the finishing line.   It 
wasn’t just the youngest 
men either – but patently 
the fittest as they all 
survived the distance.   

 

Next year a full marathon?  

 

 

Photos: Gary Marshall    
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What a difference forty years makes….. 

Morris Matters went to interview Bernie Cherry who was last interviewed shortly after 
leaving Old Spot and founding Stroud Morris.  

So - what has happened in the last 40 years and how did he reappear on the morris scene 
in Oxfordshire? 

Why Oxfordshire? 

Stroud didn’t really work out and 
by then I had met my wife 
Marian, with whom I moved to 
Tunbridge Wells: back to my 
Kent roots.  I danced one season 
with Seven Champions – very 
enjoyable but it’s not really my 
sort of morris.   Then we moved 
to Leeds for six years where I 
danced a bit with White Rose: in 
some ways a typical Ring team 
but very good, usual stuff, 
straight lines.  However, I don’t 
like city life so eventually we 
moved to Suffolk around 1987 
where I found the traditional 
music scene was a part of 
everyday life – step dancers, 
melodeon players – it was the tail end of ‘the old days’.  There were plenty of morris teams 
in Suffolk but nothing I was very interested in. By the 1990’s we were living in Stowmarket 
and had our two children, Harriet and Lewis.   Lewis has cystic fibrosis and was treated at 
Ipswich hospital and Addenbrookes – easy. Once he became, in medical terms, an adult 
(aged 16) he would have to be treated at Papworth, which is in the middle of nowhere, so 
we opted for a house swap to enable him to be treated at the John Radcliffe in Oxford - 
and found ourselves here in Didcot in 2013.  

Mr Hemmings  

Although not having been 
actively involved in the morris 
for about 20 years, in recent 
years I’d been going to 
Sidmouth and helping run 
music sessions, plus going to 
Bampton every May Bank 
Holiday. In 2012 I ran into 
Keith Chandler at Bampton 
who was at the time a 
musician for Mr Hemmings 
Morris Dancers (MHMD) but 
wanted to phase himself out of 
it.  So Keith suggested that, 
once I moved, I should come 
along to MHMD practices with 
a view to playing for them.  

Mr Hemmings with Bernie on fiddle                     
(Photo: Harriet Cherry) 

        Musicians Jonathan Leach, Eric Clarke,               
Bernie Cherry on melodeon: (Photo: Jenny Rudge) 
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I had always played fiddle – and melodeon - years ago but not for morris teams.   I knew 
many of the tunes as I had known Chris Bartram, an Abingdon Traditional Morris Dancers 
(ATMD) musician for many years and he in fact replaced me in the Old Swan Band. I was 
introduced to Les Badcock (secretary of MHMD), Eric Clark (a grandson of Tom 
Hemmings), Mick Hemmings (a grandson of Henry Hemmings) and Jonathan Leach, who 
plays melodeon and fiddle.   

We moved to Didcot on the Saturday – Mayor’s Day as it happens – and I was playing 
fiddle out for MHMD on the Monday!    After a while I realised that I might be playing fiddle 
out in the Market Place alone against all the traffic noise of the A415 and a melodeon 
might be a bit more successful, so I took that up again as well and play melodeon nearly 
all the time now.  I don’t dance any more!  Jonathan is a very busy man so he turns out 
as musician when he can.  

In fact ATMD were the earliest team to have used a melodeon when dancing out and I 
have been invited to play for them too. The only regular documented musician before the 
turn of the 19th century for ATMD was William Hemmings – melodeon.  Francis Lewis 
(gypsy fiddler), who played for Bampton,  may have played for ATMD around the end of 
the 19th century.   

We ran out of traditional musicians before the war: Harry Thomas is the last that played 
for ATMD then Major Fryer, who played for ATMD before and after the war, got involved. 

 

The two teams in Abingdon 

There is little rancour between the teams now – I have some good friends within ATMD – 
I’ve known one of them since 1969.   Les of MHMD has very strong opinions and tends to 
think that our style is more authentic and old fashioned.  

Things have moved on since MHMD were founded – MHMD were the first traditional team 
to have a female musician (Sue Cozens) and, recently, female dancers. There is no record 
of any female musicians in the old days -  and little of female dancers.   Only one woman 
danced with Salperton (Gloucestershire) and one for Upton on Severn (there is a photo to 
prove it). Since 2016 we have been a mixed team – Mike Badcock’s daughter and a friend 
were first and we now have four women.  I was initially wary – was this going to cause 
trouble? - but in fact they are the life and soul of the party.   

Although ATMD are an all-male team, some of ATMD also dance with Oxford City and 
University which, as a university society, had to be inclusive so also is mixed.    And some 
men dance with ATMD and MHMD – depends which invites come first.  Obviously Mayor’s 
Day for all ATMD (the first Saturday after the feast of John the Baptist - it’s to do with the 
old Horse Fair) and MHMD’s day of dance (which used to be the day nearest Tom 
Hemmings’ birthday in May but it clashed with Upton on Severn festival so now has moved 
to July) are priority events for each team. 

My definition of traditional?  I define both MHMD and ATMD as traditional teams from their 
roots and dancers: even if they didn’t dance out every year, the music and dancing was 
kept up to a point by the families in pubs, back rooms etc. – and even if only one person 
passed it on, there has been a continuous chain (thus you could define Brackley, Eynsham 
and Ilmington as traditional teams). Adderbury on the other hand had a 100-year gap 
before the revival. 
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Local lads 

MHMD have a residency stipulation that if you are born in the Vale of Abingdon it’s good; 
if not you can join if you live in the area or if enough of the team are ‘native’ – the current 
preferred ratio is 1:1 – it used to be 3:1. At the moment it’s about 2:1.  It’s difficult to be 
too strict about ‘local’ as the boundaries have altered in the last 40 years but we think we 
live in ‘occupied North Berkshire’.  Musicians can come from anywhere.   However, neither 
team has had any new dancers for years – not for the residency issue but it seems 
Abingdon as a tradition is not seen as very interesting by the revival generation of dancers.  
It’s subtleties are not obvious if you’re used to doing, for example, Fieldtown.  ATMD do 
have a few new dances although MHMD don’t. 

Repertoire 

In MHMD Les is the secretary and happens to do most of the teaching, along with Eric 
Clark.   Many of the team are not too bothered about discussing new material, just happy 
to dance.  Mike Badcock made up a dance within ATMD years ago called Gentleman Jack.  

Many of the Abingdon dances were lost so we have had to recover them.  Some are core 
Abingdon repertoire such as Maid of the Mill and Princess Royal. Most of our dances are 
not that old.  It’s a living tradition – changes all the time. We use the Wheatley ‘Shepherds 
Hey’ tune for our version of the dance.   Not a new idea:  William Kimber ‘collected’ 
Wheatley dances and converted them to become Headington dances.   

There is an Abingdon tune we are aware of, but no dance is linked to it.  Someone, I think 
it was Major Fryer, recorded a tune [which we think should be a dance tune] from an un-
named Anglo concertina player who lived in Ock Street in the 1930’s although it’s not clear 
if he ever played for ATMD.  Some of the old boys remembered the tune but couldn’t 
remember if it was a dance tune and, if so, what went to it.  Mike Badcock is working on 
a dance to this concertina tune, which doesn’t yet have a name. Jonathan recently 
recorded the Abingdon tunes as collected from William and James Hemmings and included 
this tune - a fairly traditional Abingdon tune in that no-one else has got a version of it.  

View of current teams 

I don’t think there are many good teams around at the moment.  The standard in most 
teams is appalling.  Even young fit dancers can be too slow!  Also all anyone seems to 
think about now for the Sidmouth Jig competition is height and travel.  When everybody 
is doing that, you lose sight of the individual styles and different traditions.  Even when 
calling a jig ‘Bampton Princess Royal‘ they move around everywhere, whereas Bampton is 
danced on the spot - nothing like the traditional jig! 

Bampton Traditional (formerly referred to as Francis Shergold’s team – now under squire 
Craig Godwin) are one of the best Cotswold revival or traditional teams with a really 
distinctive style – and all on one month’s practice a year!   I like Summertown – their 
versions of Ascott and Wheatley are good.     

I still agree with what I said back then – almost anyone can learn to dance. Although there 
are few natural dancers, most people can get there and learn to fit in eventually! 
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Old Spot1 

I am proud of what I did with Old Spot 40-odd years ago, but if I were doing it again I 
would do it completely differently – I would be a lot stricter about style, research and 
costume. I would have used the proper Longborough costume.  I’m not even sure I would 
choose Longborough – it’s a young mans’ dance- although most of Old Spot were under 
30 at the time.  After I left there was a ‘young’ team and also very briefly a mixed team.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Single traditions are not boring:  if they are done well they are lovely to watch.  I don’t 
find any morris (apart from maybe border morris) boring. The simpler traditions of the 
South Midlands -  like Chipping Camden, Wheatley and Brackley - I find absolutely 
fascinating.  

 

Research 

My daughter Harriet did her dissertation for her anthropology degree on morris dancing – 
she was going to look at traditional teams in Oxfordshire but found the scope would be 
too great, so ended up focussing on MHMD alone – interviewing dancers and family 
members.   I’m looking forward to reading it myself and will try to get you a synopsis of 
her conclusions! 

Bernie Cherry 
December 2017  

                                                           
1  “What influenced us most, as very new and green Morris dancers at Sidmouth 1975, was watching 
the top-hats of the Gloucester Old Spot Morris Dancers, way above the heads of the crowd outside 
the Marine Bars. The impact was immediate and lasting, and to hear Bernie Cherry (their then 
foreman) expounding his personal philosophy of the Morris later in the week proved a turning point 
in the history of our own side.”  

(Jenny Joyce and Alan Whear of Windsor Morris -  in MM Volume 1, Number 4) 

 

Old Spot 1975 - Bernie dancing at Number 1                                      
(Photo: Paddy O'Biernes) 
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A  Phoenix  Emerges 
 

I was talking to Barry Goodman last year and we were musing on how there don’t seem 
to be any really new sides any more – new teams are often formed as a split (for whatever 
reason) from an existing team – and both will co-exist.   Or a team runs out of numbers 
and the remaining members redistribute among other local teams – or find new hobbies!   
Many dancers are members of more than one team and bring along with them ideas from 
their various identities.  

So -  is anything novel appearing or is everyone just re-inventing existing dances in 
different kits?     

Often a good chorus is invented and promptly adopted widely; for example the leaping 
chorus in Lass of Richmond Hill, reportedly invented by Hammersmith Morris and 
‘collected’ by Roy Dommett in 1972; or the ‘Three Musketeers’ or ‘skirmish’ figure which 
was attributed by Roy Dommett to Wheatsheaf Morris Men in the 1980s (?) and is now 
included as a chorus by numerous teams even beyond the UK. 

On a specific level -  Redbornstoke Morris  (with whom Barry has been dancer and musician 
for many years) will cease to exist after the Toddington Tour on 12 July 20181.   

“A new side is practising regularly with our guidance, currently learning the ‘Scouthall’ 
tradition, but will be moving on to “Ampthill” in the New Year.  The new side has not yet 
been officially named, but has a working title of ‘Ampthill Morris’.  There are a lot of 
existing Morris dancers in the ‘new’ side - from Hemlock, Red Cuthbert, Baldock Midnight 
Morris and, I’m delighted to report, an ex -Bedfordshire Lace dancer.  There are also some 
members who are completely new to Morris.  It’s likely that Jamie, our current (and last) 
Squire will continue with the new side and lead them at the outset (he’s ‘young’ - in his 
early 40s). We have advertised locally, taken part in community activities and even taken 
over a local dance studio for a night to try and spread the word!  Ages range from 18 to 
70-ish, with a lot in their 20s/30s.  Although presently meeting on Mondays, which is 
Redbornstoke's practice night, it’s likely that they will move to another, more convenient 
night, possibly Wednesdays, in the New Year.  The plan is to have a side dancing on May 
Day morning at Katherine’s Cross.  

Redbornstoke are not dancing in the winter at all, but will be starting the season on May 
Day (unless they go to Rockhopper’s Day of Dance at the end of April), and will be going 
to Hastings for a final visit as a side.  We have a very limited programme for 2018, 
dependent largely on the number of members available (that’s why we’re stopping!), but 
are already working on the retirement plan by taking walks in the countryside and planning 
eating and drinking opportunities whenever possible!” 

 

Barry Goodman 
January 2018 
 

 

  

                                                           
1 See MM Volume 21 Number 1 for Brian Mander’s potted history of Redbornstoke (to 2001) and 
Volume 27 Number 2 to Volume 29 Number 1 for Barry’s articles on writing tunes for the morris. 
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What has been happening to the Morris? 
 
– being reflections of Roy Dommett’s from almost 40 years ago (first published in the 
Morris Dancer, Volume 1 Number 18; March 1984)  
 
 
It is very difficult to extract from older dancers information on the way they were first 
taught. Perhaps it is the feeling that the ways of the English Folk Song and Dance Society 
(EFDSS) and the early Morris Ring are in some manner suspect and that now it is possible 
to get behind the early teaching to something more authentic. We forget that the new 
approaches are alternatives not substitutes and were often promulgated to force dancers 
to choose consciously what to do rather than dance without care for the detail. Often the 
scholarship is dubious, based more on morris good sense than the received tradition.  
 
 
Those who have received a strong tradition should not be denigrated. The potential 
weakness of what has come to us through Cecil Sharp is seen when comparison is made 
with the traditions at Bampton and Headington, but in general, Sharp has stood up well to 
further contact with the tradition and indeed, for several, Sharp is the only source for 
teaching even when there is an apparent wealth of additional tunes and dances from more 
recent collectors.  
 
 
This note is a plea for help in tracing and understanding what has come to us by example 
rather than by the written word. How close was teaching before 1939 to the Sharp books? 
I feel that Bampton at least must have been ‘"interpreted’.  
What was emphasised in the teaching, how technical was the teaching or did it rely on 
emotive or metaphorical language?  
How were jumps, shuffles or galleys taught?  
What tips were given for any movements that are remembered as helpful?  
Are any of the older EFDSS teachers able to describe what they did?  
 
 
The uncertainties in the printed words centre on distance travelled in figures and the hand 
movements with backsteps and slow capers.  
How far was the travel in the Bledington figures?  
How many places did one go round in half rounds in each tradition?  
How far apart were the lines in Once to Yourself in Badby?  
 
 
Some things have been changed because of the persuasiveness of the new source whether 
informant, collector or interpreter. It can be difficult to find out what was done before.  
 
What was Longborough before Westminster (Morris Men) in hand movements in the 
stepping and the jumps and the slow capers?  
What was it (hand movement) for Bledington or Fieldtown in the capers and galley?  
What was the sidestep movement in Fieldtown and Bucknell originally?  
Was there a standard size of movement for the hands with the basic stepping in 
Adderbury? 
What did people do for the Headington backstep hand movements at various times in the 
past? 
How much swing was there in the Ilmington back and forward?  
When precisely were the turns on the jumps in Ilmington?  
Or was there always a spread in interpretation from one teacher to another?  
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Where did some things come from that do not appear to be in the traditions, such as the 
Eynsham hand movements for Brighton Camp, the low waves in the Bampton sidestep,  
and the Bucknell double caper?  
 
We would all benefit from remembering these aspects of the roots of what we do.  
 
Ewart Russell, the then editor of the Morris Dancer, added in support: 
 
On Eynsham: the young schoolmaster who came to Colchester in 1926 and began the 
morris which has had some continuity ever since, was already an accomplished dancer; 
how much was a direct Cecil Sharp House1 instruction we don’t know, but at that time his 
instruction (he was not a traditional dancer) must have been strongly Cecil Sharp House.   
 
He always had links there and although none of us ever thought to ask him if he were at 
the inaugural meeting of the Ring, one of Walter Abson’s articles says a Colchester man 
was present; and we know he was at the Thaxted 1934 discussions.  He couldn’t have got 
that Eynsham hand movement from anywhere else; a movement, of course, quite unlike 
the one in Lionel Bacons’ film of Eynsham in 1937. 
 
 
Roy followed up with [referring to the Fieldtown and Bampton aspects of the Kinora 1912 
print sequences as described by Mike Heaney2]: 
 
The written word in Cecil Sharp’s books is seldom enough and the 1912 material must 
surely represent Cecil Sharp’s views on what he collected – it is the hand movements that 
are so difficult to describe. I would expect early dancers and teachers to be within the 
descriptions in Cecil Sharp’s books, but they allow some latitude in terms of effort, phasing 
relative to other limbs etc.  Hopefully we can get at what Kenworthy Schofield ever taught 
- perhaps you need to appeal about such people by name.   
 
The final point is to be able to get thoughtful debate on Cecil Sharp’s Bampton and its 
source and on other interpretations since, which may or may not owe something to the 
tradition. If it is not done soon, too many memories will be gone and we will be able only 
to guess and this could to a great injustice to those whose efforts have given us the 
Cotswold Morris  
 
 
Roy Dommett 
1984 
 

So, was he right and how much has changed? 

  

                                                           
1  Cecil Sharp House was not opened until 1930 of course, but that does not affect the meaning of 
the above text – that the instruction was from the Folk Dance Society 
2  English Dance and Song, Volume 45, No 3 pp 20-21 [ Autumn/Winter 1983] 
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The Egg Dance 
 

From Joseph Strutt’s  ‘Sports and  Pastimes of the People of England’, Book III Chapter V  
(1830).     

I am not able to ascertain the antiquity of this dance. The indication of such a performance 
occurs in an old comedy, entitled The longer thou livest, the more Foole thou art, by 
William Wager, in the reign of queen Elizabeth, where we meet with these lines: 

Upon my one foote pretely I can hoppe 
And daunce it trimley about an egge. 

 
Dancing upon one foot was exhibited by the Saxon gleemen1 and probably by the Norman 
minstrels, but more especially by the women-dancers, who might thence acquire the name 
of hop-pestereres, which is given by Chaucer.  A vestige of this denomination is still 
retained and applied to dancing, though somewhat contemptuously; for an inferior dancing 
meeting is generally called a hop.  A representation of the dance on one foot, taken from 

a manuscript of the tenth century, appears by the 
engraving No 52 (see left), where the gleeman is 
performing   to the sound of the harp. 

Hopping matches for prizes were occasionally made 
in the sixteenth century, as we learn from John 
Heywoode the epigrammatist. In his Proverbs, 
printed in 1566, are the following lines: 

Where wooers hoppe in and out, long time may bring 
Him that hoppeth best at last to have the ring 
I hoppyng without for a ringe of a rushe. 
 

And again, in the Four Ps. a play by the same 
author, one of the characters is directed “to hop about on one foot;” and another says 

Here were a hopper to hop for the ring 

Hence it appears a ring was usually the prize, and given to him who could hop best, and 
continue to do so the longest. 

But to return to the egg dance. This performance was common enough about thirty years 
back2 and was well received at Sadler’s Wells; where I saw it exhibited not by simply 
hopping around a single egg, but in a manner that much increased the difficulty.  A number 
of eggs, I do not precisely recollect how many, but I believe about twelve or fourteen, 
were placed at certain distances marked upon the stage; the dancer, taking his stand, was 
blind-folded; and a hornpipe being played in the orchestra, he went through all the paces 
and figures of the dance, passing backwards and forwards between the eggs, without 
touching one of them.  

Editor’s Note 
Some years ago, our fool planned to perform a “blindfold egg dance”. She was going to 
produce a half dozen (boiled) eggs, arrange them on the ground - and then put small cloth 
blindfolds on the eggs - before dancing round them!  I don’t think it ever took place. 

                                                           
1 Gleeman = merrymaker 
2 Reckoning from 1801 
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On Learning to Dance and Becoming a Fool 
 

I was listening to high pressure musical lore from Imogen Holst in a Cambridge garden. 
Suddenly I woke up to hear her play a pipe and tabor and say there were morris dancers 
in Cambridge before the war.  I found it difficult to track down the morris dancers in the 
autumn of 1944, because they are not a university side. I got on to The Round (the 
university Country Dance Club) and I heard mention of a Russell Wortley. As he was 
working on potato virus at that time and I was studying languages, our paths did not 
cross. But eventually I met him in a hall somewhere in Cambridge and he said that they 
were so short of men that I was welcome. 

The difficulty was to raise six men to dance. I can’t remember who provided the music. 
The names that come to mind are Fred Bacon (cousin of Lionel1), Ernie Preston, John Innes 
(a conscientious objector who was working on farm work) Kenneth Sauvery (an expert on 
sludge) and William Palmer, who was teaching at the County School. 

I remember finding morris practices far more tiring than lectures. I remember breaking 
Russell’s heart through my inability to master Bledington. And I remember meeting him 
at Cambridge station in the summer of 1945 to visit Thaxted. For some reason the plans 
were changed and we were told to meet a train early in the afternoon. As I missed the 
train I cycled to Thaxted. Russell was delighted to see me and said, ‘Here’s our fool’. This 
was news to me. 

No-one had told me that there was a fool in the morris. ‘Don’t worry, Ted, just dance as 
best you can’ said Russell. But that baffled me, because they wouldn’t let me get near the 
set and I had to mix with the crowd and dance there. Without five bodies round me, I 
hadn’t got a clue what I was supposed to do. But, thoughtfully, Russell had given me a 
collecting tin as well as the ridiculous rabbit-skin hat. The crowd was delighted, I found it 
easier to collect money than to dance Bledington and Russell said that all the men wanted 
was peace and quiet during the dances. 

Ted Purver 

 

Editor’s note: This is reprinted from the Morris Dancer Volume 1 Number 21 (March 1985) 
and was Ted Purver’s recollections of his introduction to morris at Cambridge, where he 
was teaching part time in the Kings College Choir School.  He obviously survived the 
rigours of learning Bledington and went on to found Leeds Morris Men. He got involved in 
research on longsword dances locally but by 1984 when he was reminiscing, he was with 
London Pride Morris Men. 

  

                                                           
1 Lionel Bacon – of ‘Black Book’ fame 
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The Nobska Lights – Cape Cod’s newest Youth Team 
 

Cape Cod, Massachusetts, is known more for beaches and seafood than for morris dancing. 
That said, the maritime research enclave of Woods Hole has had teams off and on since 
the late 1960s, when Bob Guillard of the Pinewoods Morris Men taught Headington to a 
group of men and boys. My own introduction to morris was asking, aged 14, if I could join 
and learning that morris “wasn’t for girls”. The Guillards, despite rejecting me for the team, 
introduced me to Pinewoods in 1974 (where Pat Shaw was teaching!) and from that I got 
the idea of a team and started Ha'penny Morris as a senior project in high school. I'd 
planned to join the brand-new Muddy River women’s team based in Boston but they were 
full, so I used their wait list!) Woods Hole Morris went through several iterations over the 
decades, while a longsword team formed on the Island of Martha’s Vineyard and eventually 
migrated to the mainland. The Vineyard Swordfish spawned a teen spinoff, Clownfish 
Rapper, for a few years. My middle school students briefly formed a team, naming it Cotuit 
Capers after their town.  

And that was it for Cape Cod teams, until … 

In 2016 Lucia Ibanez-Gomez, my 8-year old recorder student, became inspired by 
watching Clownfish Rapper and expressed an interest in attending Pinewoods traditional 
dance and music camp. While there she and her mother Valerie took a rapper class and 
loved it, despite the fact that Lucia was barely half the size of her set-mates. Returning 
home she begged her mother and me to start a kids’ team so she could keep doing rapper. 

A year later we finally got it together. We agreed that Valerie would organize and I would 
teach and play. There would be a fee for each child, to cover the teaching and other 
expenses. The team would consist of up to a dozen children aged 9-12. Weekly practices 
would run for 1½ hours and include morris, longsword and rapper as well as some social 
dances and movement games. Snacks of fresh fruit and vegetables would be offered. We 
would look for performance opportunities, and would perform for the local community at 
the end of our 10 sessions. The children would choose the team name. Our kit would bring 
together bits from teams past: bells from Cotuit Capers, armbands with yellow and black 
ribbons from Woods Hole Morris, and orange sashes from Clownfish, which we cut in half 
as the children were so tiny!  

Lucia and Valerie got busy, and soon 
had a list of 10 interested children, all 
girls. The first class was an open 
workshop, covering the basics of 
morris, longsword and rapper. We 
discussed the history of the dances, 
looked at books and photos, and 
performed for parents at the end of 
practice. The girls were very excited 
– and realizing that sets of six were 
better than sets of five, they quickly 
invited two more girls to join. Within 
a few weeks they had chosen a name, 
in part based on our colors: the 
Nobska Lights, in honor of the 
beautiful and historic Woods Hole 
lighthouse whose yellow-orange light 
streams into the black night. 

Photo: Dorene Sykes 
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After this successful start, the Nobska Lights were 
off and running. We were invited to debut at a 
local event, the annual Trad Music Stroll, with the 
Vineyard Swordfish and Boston’s Newtowne 
Morris Men. Five girls committed to the event and 
rehearsed their brief rapper dance together. 
Others joined in for Shepherd’s Hey (along with a 
helpful teen), and we finished with a longsword 
demo and workshop for all. 

 

More gigs followed: a private dinner for the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution ……….   
and Boston’s annual “Ginger Ale,” for children’s 
teams … finishing with a final performance for the 
local community of all 5 dances in our repertoire: 
Shepherd’s Hey, Bean Setting, Rigs O’Marlow, 
basic Longsword, and Rapper with 3 figures. 

 

 

The Ginger Ale has been going on for at least 
a decade -- and last year there were TEN 
teams -- either all or mostly kids. Teens down 
to almost toddler (and some of the latter were 
quite good!). Most did morris, a few teens did 
rapper, and Nobska Lights were the only ones 
doing longsword -- in fact we'd temporarily 
dropped longsword in order to prepare our 
other repertoire for the Ale, but brought 
swords anyway and decided to do it when no 
one else did. It was nothing more than entry, 
basket, clash, ring and lock, but we found a 
willing victim in a little brother and it was a big 
hit! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Photo: Nina Danforth 

 

Photo: Karen Hunter 

Photo: Nancy Walbek 
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Having taught dance in many circumstances including a Rudolf Steiner school, I have 
experienced the many differences between a class and a team. At school, classes are short 
and focused on effective use of time. Everyone must participate more or less equally, even 
those less enthusiastic. Class populations change year by year, and repertoire is expected 
to change as well, to show a variety of dances at school assemblies. In contrast, team 
practices can be looser and longer, and are often more fun, since all the children are there 
because they want to participate. Word of mouth brings in friends, neighbors and siblings. 
We can cap the numbers where we wish. Parents are supportive and interested. There is 
a sense of ownership and building the team together.  

 

At the end of the ten weeks, most girls remained committed to continuing with the team.  
After a summer break, three of the 12 girls opted not to continue, but their places were 
easily filled. There is now a boy on the team, and a teenage fiddler accompanying the 
dancers.  

The children are very 
excited about 
reviewing and 
expanding their 
repertoire, especially 
learning new sword 
figures and mastering 
the art of rapper 
stepping. They have 
already performed at 
a school festival, and 
several of them took 
part in a Solstice 
pageant featuring a 
mummers play, in 
which they were 
thrilled to behead St 
George.  

 

 

Next on their wish list: logo hoodies … and proper rapper shoes! 

 
Jan Elliott 
January 2018  

Photo:Dorene Sykes 
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Sidmouth Dance Displays 
 
Most readers of Morris Matters are likely to be familiar with Sidmouth Folk Week – the 
latest name for the folk festival in Sidmouth which has taken place in the first week of 
August every year since 1955. It started exclusively as a folk dance festival, but gradually 
expanded to cover ceilidh dancing, music and song, as well as related folk crafts. Over 
time its scope broadened to include performers from abroad, and from 1986 it was 
professionally managed by Mrs Casey Music. In 2004 however, with some local funding 
withdrawn and financial risks ever increasing, particularly weather related ones, Mrs Casey 
withdrew and the festival teetered on the brink of extinction. 
 
However a small group of volunteers, determined to save the festival, got together and - 
from a small rebirth in 2005 - thanks to their efforts the festival has grown back to become 
once again one of the leading UK folk festivals. Amongst the volunteers was Chris Cook, 
musician with Great Western Morris, who took on the daunting task of organising dance 
displays. Chris has continued to organise the dancing every year up to 2017, and has done 
a great job in attracting the very best dance teams to Sidmouth, including fine teams from 
other countries and other cultures. 
 
Chris decided to step down at the end of the 2017 festival, and Artistic Director Alan 
Bearman commissioned a search for new volunteers to take over from her. Because of the 
way the role had grown, it was determined two people would be needed instead of one, 
and also that they should be backed up by a team of advisers to provide general support, 
and assist with ideas for workshops, special events etc. 
 
 

Sidmouth 2017 – Connaught Gardens 

Photo: Charlotte Dover 
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Charlotte Dover and myself are the new volunteers, and although we had some limited 
involvement in 2017, the 2018 festival will be the first one where we are responsible for 
choosing the teams and programming them. Your Morris Matters editor thought it might 
be interesting for us to say something about how we see the role, and what we may be 
looking to do in future years. 
 
The first thing to say is that festival attendees are not going to see radical change, 
particularly in 2018 which will be our transition year. Chris Cook has been doing a fine job, 
and it is not as if there are lots of great dance teams out there that have been overlooked 
in previous years. We are also constrained, as Chris was, by having virtually no budget to 
work with other than free season tickets and camping for teams attending, so it will always 
be difficult to attract teams from overseas. 
 
The things we are aiming to do though could be summarised as follows: 
- continue to showcase a wide variety of dance teams who are amongst the best in their 
particular dance styles or traditions 
- ensure invited teams have a diversity of ages and sexes (we’d like to say ethnicity as 
well but that’s more of a challenge in the morris world) 
- ensure a balance of dance workshops to provide a mix of learning, developing and 
improving opportunities 
- provide some other interesting workshops/talks/events e.g. playing for dancers, how to 
form a team, morris debates (light blue touch paper and retreat with that one…) 
- look for more opportunities to feature dance in festival events e.g. have jig winners 
perform in concerts 
- look for opportunities for teams from different genres to put on events together 
- above all though, make sure that Sidmouth continues to be seen as an important place 
in the morris world – to meet, to share, to dance, to learn, to move things along - and to 
have fun together!  
 
If these all sound a bit vague, that’s probably because they are – we are learning as we 
go along, and will have a much better idea of things we’d like to do once we have been 
through the 2018 festival. But above all we want to ensure dance displays at Sidmouth 
continue to maintain the high standards of previous years, and that we push things forward 
wherever we can – we’re looking forward to the challenge! 
 
Malcolm Major 
January 2018   
 

 
MORRIS MATTERS ON LINE!! 

 
Stop press – Sam Ross  and Jerry West (Morris Federation officers) have kindly 
loaded all the back issues of Morris Matters up to Volume 35 in pdf form to a 
page on the Morris Federation Web site (my thanks also to Steve and Duncan 
Poole who did a lot of the fiddly bits to get them in the correct format!) – go to 
http://www.morrisfed.org.uk/resources/morris-matters/ 
New issues will be uploaded too but they will always be about a year behind, to 
give ‘paper’ subscribers time to enjoy it first! 
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Vaughan Williams in Norfolk, Volume 2 
 
This is Volume 2 of the Vaughan Williams in Norfolk CD-ROM,  
published by Musical Traditions in 2014.  It covers the three 
Norfolk collecting trips Ralph Vaughan Williams made in April 
1908, October 1910 and December 1911.  He met some 22 
singers and collected 93 songs from them.  As before, they are 
presented in staff notation, with full texts, and with link to MIDI 
sound files of the tunes, and there's a very substantial page of 
information on the singers. To order  MTCD255 (£12) see 
http://www.mtrecords.co.uk   
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